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1. INTRc.IDUCT~~N 
Let G be a finite group and k be a field of characteristic p > 0. Let Q be a 
non-trivial p-subgroup of G, and set N= N&Q). Let .f denote the Green 
correspondence with respect to (G, Q, N). For an indecomposable 
fcG-module N with Q as vertex, iet 
(El) O+&22M~X-+M-+0 
(E2) 0-+~-22zfM+ Y-+fM-+O 
be the Auslander-Reiten sequences terminating at M and f&f, respectively. 
As we shall see in Lemma 2.5 below, we get 
i= I h=I 
where Xi, Xi, Yi, Y; are indecomposable modules such that Q < G: vx(X,f, 
ux(X~) $ G Q and Q < N DX( Y,), VX( Yi ) $ N Q. 
It is known that if we induce (EZ) to G, then we have (E2)G, 
(El)@ (split sequence) [ 1, p. 931. On the other hand, we have (fM)G 21 
M@ (?)-projectives) and (a2fM)” 2: a*fM@ (r)-projectives), where g = 
{QnQg I gEG\W. S o every indecomposable direct summand of YG 
whose vertex contains Q appears as a direct summand of X and it follows 
that m <nn. Now the purpose of this paper is to show the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM. With the same notation and assumption as above, we have: 
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(1) n = m. In other words, each YF has a unique indecomposable direct 
summand whose vertex contains Q. 
(2) Let Xi be a unique indecomposable direct summand of Yp whose 
vertex contains Q. Then X, ‘v X, if and only if Yi = Y,. 
The notation is almost standard: We write W 1 W’ for kc-modules W, 
W’, if W is isomorphic to a direct summand of W’. For an indecomposable 
kc-module W, vx( W) denotes a vertex of W. Concerning some basic facts 
and terminologies we refer to [ 1, 3,4]. 
The author would like to thank Dr. T. Okuyama for his helpful advice. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For the convenience of the reader, we collect here some basic results on 
relative projectivity which will be needed in the proof of the theorem. 
Let H be a subgroup of G and (g,) be a right transversal ofH in G. 
If W and W’ are kG-modules, then (W, IV’)“ denotes the k-space 
Hom,,( W, wl). The map tz: (W, W’)H-+ (W, ,l)c; is defined by 
t:(b) = Cj 0 .gi. Here 4 .g denotes the map w t-+ d(w .g-‘) .g. For a set X 
of subgroups of G, write ( W, W’),” = CYtX Im(tF) and ( W, W’)*,’ = 
(W, W’)“/( W, IV’),“. A map cp E ( W, W’)’ is said to be X-projective, if
cpe(K w’g, A kG-module W is said to be X-projective, if 
WI C...OWl.)“. 
LEMMA 2.1 [4, Theorem 2.31. With the notation above, let rp E ( W, W’)G. 
(1) cp is X-projective if and only if cp factors through a X-projective 
module. 
(2) If W or W’ is X-projective, then cp is X-projective. 
Let A be a kG-module and B be a kH-module. Define T$: (A, B)n-+ 
(A, BG)” by [T$(cp)](a)=C, cp(a.g,-‘)@g; for aEA and ~E(A, B)H. 
Similarly, define F$: (B, A)” + (BG, A)G by CG(4)IEi bi@gi) = 
xj d(bi) .gi for bje B and q5 E (B, A)? 
LEMMA 2.2 [4, Corollary 1.41. (1) Tg: (A, B)H+ (A, BG)” is a 
k-isomorphism. Its inverse is the natural map: (A, BG)G + (A, B)H, which 
is induced from P$: BG -+ B (‘& b,@g,H b, ‘g,, where g, E H). 
(2) F;: (B, A)H+ (BG, A)G is a k-isomorphism. Its inverse is the 
natural map: (B’, A)‘+ (B, A)H, which is induced from Ig: B + B” 
(b++b.g;‘@gl, whereg,EH). 
Foraset30fsubgroupsofG,weset3nGH={lJRnHI UEs,gEG}. 
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LEMMA 2.3 [4, Corollary 5.41. (1) Let VE (A, B)n. Then T%(q) is 
$projective if and only if cp is 3 no H-projective. 
(2) Lef 4 E (B, A)n. Then Fz(gl) is s-projective if and only if 4 is 
3 ri o H-projective. 
The next result is also well known, 
LEMMA 2.4 [: 1, Froposition 2.17. lo]. The Aus~ander-~eiten sequence 
0 -+ ti2M + X --, M -+ 0 splits on restriction toa .~ubgroup H land only if H 
does not contain a vertex of M. 
Finally we note: 
LEMMA 2.5. Let M,, M, be indecomposable kG-modules with vertices Q, 
and Q2, respectively. Assume that there exists an irreducible map 
qn: MI -+ M,. Then 
(1) Either Q, gcQ2 or Q2 GGQI. 
(2) Assume that Q, <oQe2 and put X0= {D 1 Ql <ofI). Then tp is 
Q,-projective but not ~~-projective. 
Proof. (1) See, e.g., [Z, (2.3) Lemma]. 
(2) By Lemma 2.1(2), p is Q,-projective. Assume by way of con- 
tradiction that cp is X,-projective. Then cp factors through an X,-projective 
module, say W. Since cp is irreducible, either M, or M, is isomorphic to 
some indecomposable direct summand of W. But this is a contradiction 
since none of M, and M, is &projective. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Now returning to the situation of the Introduction, we shall give a proof 
to the theorem. Let X be the set of all p-subgroups of N of order smaller 
than [Ql. 
LEMMA 3.1. For each Y,, the following k-isomorphism holds: 
(Yi, (fM)G1jdX~N = ( YCJN, fM)X*N. 
Proof, By Lemma 2.2, T$: ( Y c, fM)N + ( Y”, (fM)‘)’ is a 
k-isomorphism and Lemma 2.3 implies that (YBJ,,.,, fM)“gN N 
(Yy, (fM)G).X,G. Likewise E$ induces (Y,, (fM)GJN)*-N N (Y”, (fM)G)X,G. 
Thus we have (Y,, (fM)GIN)S*N N ( YCJNtfMfE-“. 
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bMMA 3.2. For each Y,, the,following k-isomorphism holds: 
(Y;, (fM)GIN)“,N ‘v (Y,, fM)x.“. 
Proof: Let (fM)“J,2-jJV@(C,, @ L,,). It is enough to show 
(Yi, L) X,N = 0 for all L,s since (Y;, (jJ4)GJN)X.N ‘v (Y,, fM)%,” @ 
c, 0 (Y,, L,FN. s o we have to show that any c1 E (Y;, L,s)N is X-projective. 
L, is Qg n N-projective for some g E G\N. Put Q = Qg n N. Then by 
Lemma 2.1, there exists p E ( Yi, ,Cs)b such that IY = t;(P). Now consider the 
restriction Y,lz! of Y, to 0, Since Q is not conjugate to Q in N, the Auslan- 
der-Reiten sequence (E2) splits on restriction to Q by Lemma 2.4. So we 
have Yila I (Q2fM@fM)l~ and YiJn is X-projective. Then Lemma 2.1 
implies that /3 is X-projective and therefore CI is X-projective. 
Proof of Theorem. (1) Assume by way of contradiction that some Yl; 
has two indecomposable direct summands whose vertices contain Q 
(1 d id m), and let Yy r W, 0 W, 0 W,, where W, and W, are indecom- 
posable modules whose vertices contain Q. We may assume that 
Y, 1 W, J,,,. Let W, 1 N 2 Y, 0 Z. Since W, appears as a direct summand of 
X in (El ), there exists an irreducible map p: W, -+ M. We may regard p as 
an element of (YF, (fM)G)“. Lemma 2.5(2) implies that p is not X-projec- 
tive. From the definition fP$ (: (fM)” +fM), Pz 0 p E ( W, JN, fM)N and 
P”, 0 p is not X-projective by Lemma 2.3 as X n, N = X. This means that 
( W21N, fM)*.N # 0. On the other hand, ( Y,GJN, fM)“,N z (Y,, fM)x.“O 
(Z,fM)X,NO(W21N,.~M)X,NO(W31N,fM)*.N and (Y?l.v,fM)X~N= 
(Y,, (fM)GJN)X,N N (Y,, fM)“,N by Lemma 3.1 and 3.2. This forces 
(w*lN,fM) IxN = 0 which contradicts he above. 
We next prove the second statement. If Y, z Y,, then X, ‘v X, clearly. To
show the converse, assume by way of contradiction that X, N X, but 
Y, $ Y for some i and j. Since Y, ) X, JN and Y, 1 X,JN, we have that 
Y,@ Y, 1 XiJN 1 YylN. Let YyJN = Y,@ Y,@ W. Then by Lemmas 3.1 and 
3.2, we have that ( Y,, fM)“,N = (Y,, fM)*,” 0 ( Y,, fM)“,“@ ( W, .fM)*,*‘. 
In particular, we get (Y,, fM) *yN= 0. However, this is a contradiction, 
because there exists an irreducible map from Y, into f&f, which is not 
X-projective by Lemma 2.5( 2). 
We conclude this paper with a remark on the theorem of Erdmann [Z]. 
There she has shown: 
THEOREM. Assume that G is a finite group, k a field of characteristic p
where p > 2. Let M be an indecomposable non-projective kG-module with a 
cyclic vertex which lies in a block B whose defect group is not cyclic. Let 
0 -+ Q2M -+ E--f M + 0 be the Auslander-Reiten sequence of M. Then E is 
indecomposable. 
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Here the assumption “p > 2” is needed to prove [2, (2.5) Lemma] and to 
show that FG has a unique indecomposable summand whose vertex con- 
tains U(M), where F is the middle term of the Auslander-Reiten sequence 
of fM. And [2, (2.5) Lemma] asserts that ox(fM) $ ux(F) and that KY(F) 
is not cyclic if p > 2. However, this is also true for p = 2, as will be seen 
from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume that p = 2 and that the order of ux(,fM) is 2. Then 
ux(F) is not cyclic. 
Proof Let (x)=ux(fM) and N=N,((x)). By [2, (2.1) Lemma], 
j34 N ekN/e( 1- x) kN for some primitive idempotent e of kN. As x belongs 
to the center of N, we have ekN/e( 1 - x) kN 1: e( 1 -x) kN. This means that 
fM 2: QfM and we have the Auslander-Reiten sequence 0 + fM -+ F + 
fM + 0. This implies that F N QF. Now assume by way of contradiction 
that m(F) is cyclic. Let T be a source of F. Then it follows that T 2: QT 
and that 2” = dim, T + dim, QT, where 2” = \ux(F)I. Consequently, we 
have dim, T= 2’-‘, but this is a contradiction. (Note that 2”-’ > 
lNfM)l = 2.) 
Moreover, according to our theorem, FG has a unique indecomposable 
summand whose vertex contains ox(M). Consequently we can omit the 
assumption “p > 2” in the Theorem [2]. 
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